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Four Pillars of Life and the Flying Stars Theory  

Official 2007 Year of Boar Four PillarsOfficial 2007 Year of Boar Four PillarsOfficial 2007 Year of Boar Four PillarsOfficial 2007 Year of Boar Four Pillars 

Hour Pillar        Day Pillar          Month Pillar       Year Pillar 

辛辛辛辛Metal  己己己己 Earth 壬壬壬壬 Water 丁丁丁丁 Fire 

未未未未 Earth 己己己己 Fire 寅寅寅寅 Wood 亥亥亥亥 Water 

己己己己 earth 丙丙丙丙 fire 甲甲甲甲 wood 壬壬壬壬Water 

丁丁丁丁 fire 戊戊戊戊 earth 丙丙丙丙 fire 甲甲甲甲Wood 

乙乙乙乙 wood 庾庾庾庾 metal 戊戊戊戊 earth   

One should keep in mind this reading is relative to previous year unless otherwise stated.  

    Generally, a bad year for health health health health----relatedrelatedrelatedrelated issues issues issues issues, especially related to women and elderly 

are common to read about in this year newspapers. Beware of stomach indigestive as well 

as food poisoning cases that might create an unprecedented epidemic. This is also a year of    

social issuessocial issuessocial issuessocial issues; schoolchildren are facing critical relationship with authorities as well as 

parents that uncalled for. More and more problems associated with grievances among 

family members that lead to social unrest.   



    Industries that will outshine the others are the IT and comp IT and comp IT and comp IT and computersutersutersuters related industries.    

Banking and financial Banking and financial Banking and financial Banking and financial sectors will also benefit with the increasing of mergers and 

acquisitions activities. Travel and logisticsTravel and logisticsTravel and logisticsTravel and logistics industries should be on the rise and enjoy a 

fruitful year.  

    Southwest and East areas of your country will enjoy the growth this year, search around 

for opportunities there early and you might be able to enjoy the progress of this year’s 

growth. Avoid Central and Northeast areas that might create problems for your business.  

Auspicious Locations with Red Color (see below table) 

1.       The West sector is conducive for achieving academic excellence with 

4-Green star. Therefore, if you want to improve your academic qualities, 

this sector should be used for your bedroom or study room. To further 

strengthen such energy, you should place four lucky bamboo trees, 

four small plants or four wood calligraphy pens in this sector. 

However, since san-sak bad star is located here, this area should not 

be disturbed with renovations or place any moving items like clock, 

water fountains, bell etc that might ignite the unkind energies.  

2.       The East sector with a 9-Purple star is conducive for events related to 

‘happiness’ and ‘celebration’. Marriage, pregnancy, promotion and career 

advancement are in this category. This will be ideal if such a star falls in 

your bedroom or living room. To strengthen this energy, you can place a 

plant, nine red roses or red colored carpet this East sector. 

3.       The Southeast sector with 1-White star is related to harnessing 

relationships that can be of help in increasing wealth if you are not a 

salaried staff person. In other words, if you are doing business, or work as 

an agent or broker, you need to improve your relationships and thus your 

opportunities for pursuing leads and closing deals. Place either a cup of 

clean water or a music box in this sector.  

The 6-White star, located in the South sector, is ideal for skilled workers or 

technicians who want job stability. Place eight small white stones in this 

sector to strengthen such energies. Nevertheless, such energies will be 

diverted since frequent travel and constant changes in jobs requirement are 
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